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Alcohol policy changed
By Jenny Apple
News Assistant
Changes in the process for securing permits to consume alcohol in universityowned facilities wiirequiremoreadvanced
planning from students throwing parties
this year.
According to Associate Dean ofStudents
Tom Amorose, the change in the process
was initiated by a request from the Washington State Liquor Control
Board that students purchase
their banquet permits from
the state at least two days
before the evenL
The new process requires
students sponsoring an event
in which alcohol will be
present to go to the Dean of
Students office at least four
days before the function to
obtain and complete a form
permitting them to serve or
consume alcohol in a university-owned residence.
After the Dean of Students initially approves this application, the students or organization must purchase a Washington
State Banquet Permit and supply the university with a copy of the permit at leasttwo
days before the function. The Dean of Students office will then grant final approval of
the event,
Both the university party permit and the
state banquet permit must be posted near
the entrance of the facility during the event.
According to Dean of Students, David
Dodson, in the past students could still
secure permits on the day of the event,
although a four-day advance notice was
requested. Now students planning an event
forFriday night must submitan application
to the Dean of Students office by 5:00 pm
,
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on Monday. "We ... insist that there be
significant advance planning so that there
aren't problems," commented Dodson.
Through the new process, the Washington State Liquor Board will know about the
event 48 hours in advance and can be prepared to send agents, said Dodson. Consequently, he believes, "People need to be
especially careful to obey the law."
The permits must be secured by Greek
organizations hosting functions in the Union Avenue
residences as well as any students hosting parties with
alcohol in university-owned
houses. Dodson said that students should complete an application whenever more
than six to eight people are
going tobe present fora party
o or a gathering could attract
attention from outside.
...
The university's application asks that students provide information such as who
will be invited to the event, the names of
those who will monitor access to the function, and how students will ensure that
individuals under 21 or intoxicated people
do not consume alcohol.
"Our application is essentially an educational tool. [The items on the form] are a
checklist of things that a chapter would
want to do anyway," said Arnorose. "It's a
tool for helping the chapter plan a safe or
legal function."
Safety concerns were cited by Dodson as
another reason for the change in the permit
process. According to Dodson, last year the
university experienced an increase in belligerent behavior related to alcohol consumption. "It was a new phenomenon," he
see ALCOHOL page 3
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Escort policy reinforced
By Brooke Rohweder
Staff Writer
Upon entering just about any Residence
Hall on campus, it is hard to miss a large
type-written message informing visitors that
they must be escorted by a resident in order
to enter.
Although this policy may appear new to
most students, it has actually been in effect
since the Fall of 1988, when Residence
Halls were placed on 24-hour lock.
According to Laurie Peterson, Assistant
Director of Residence Halls, it was decided
that the Escort Policy would be enforced
beginning this year. Interest in students'
safety and security were the main reasons
for the decision to enforce the policy. "Any
campus in an urban setting has to be aware
of the ramifications," she said.
Danielle Coughran, a Resident Assistant
in Anderson/Langdon Hall, feels that the

policy is a good one. "Most of the problems
in Residence Halls have been caused by
outside people," she said. Rob Pierson,
another Resident Assistant, added that last
year, A/L had several thousand dollars
worth of damage done, most likely by nonresidents.
Peterson feels that it is important for students to realize that the Residential Halls
are not just dorms, they are the "homes of
those who live there. You don't normally
go roaming through someone's home without being escorted. It's appropriate that the
resident's living environment be viewed by
outsiders in the same way as a private home
be honored."
Peterson agrees that theEscortPolicy will
reduce the amount of damage done to Residence Halls. Not only will damage by
outsiders decrease, but also by residents. "It
see ESCORT page 3

XMore overdue information on Phil Phibbs is featured on page lix

Phibbs to retire this year
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
Philip M. Phibbs is retiring from 18 years
of holding the president's title at Puget
Sound. His reason for leaving is a desire to
cultivate his mind with the type of knowledge that he has lead the University of
Puget Sound to teach.
Born on October2, 193 1, Phibbs was, as
he describes, "an argumentative child."
From his earliest days in Bemidji, Minnesota, his parents believed that he would
become a lawyer. After going through high
school in the Tacoma area, however, he
decided that political science would better
interest him. As he told an interviewer:
"lawyers dealt with problems of the past,
while politics was concerned with the future."
Thus, he enrolled in Washington State
University to study political science. In
1953, he graduated with "highest honors".
While in Pullman asa member of the academic honorary Phi Beta Kappa, he also
met his future wife, Gwen Willis.
To further his impressive academic resume, he travelled to Cambridge University in England as a Rotary Foundation
Fellow. When he returned a year later, he
enrolled to study at University of Chicago.

When three years had gone by here, he had
obtained his master's and doctor's degrees.
From there, Phibbs worked for the US Air
Force asadirector of Community Relations
and later joined the faculty at Wellesley
College in Massachusetts as a political scientist. He rose through the academic ranks
andeventually was appointted to the execuLive vice president position in 1968. In June
of 1973, he transferred over to the University of Puget Sound for a marvellously
successful tenure that will shortly end.
Throughout his life, President Phibbs has
also been a member ofmany national associations and groups. Not only has he been a
member of the Board of directors of such
organizations as the American Council of
Education and the Association of Amencan Colleges, but he is also involved with
the United States Department of Education
as a peer reviewer. He has also published
many articles concerning education.
Phibbs will remain at Puget Sound until
the end of the year. According to Lowry
Wyatt, Chairman of the Puget Sound Board
of Trustees, a committee to search for a
presidential replacement will be appointed
sometime this fall. The new president will
take over in 1992.
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Soviet Union Becomes a
Loose Federation of States
SOVIET UNION - President Gorbachev
is discussing with Russian Republic President Boris Yeltsin and the leaders of nine
other republics in calling for sweeping
constitutional changes that would reshape
the Soviet Union into a loose confederation of independent states, ending nearly
74 years of centralized rule from Moscow.
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, which
were recognized as independent by the
Kremlin on Friday, marked their independence with outdoor rallies and religious
gatherings. A small number of troops left
the Lithuanian capital for Russia, and
Latvia said it would ask Moscow to remove its forces within a year. Meanwhile,
in the Southern Soviet Republic of
Azerbaijan, incumbent President Ajaz
Mutalibov was reported to have won 90%
of the vote in Sunday's election, in which
he was the sole candidate.
Following the Baltic States, another Re
public recently has declared its independence. Tadzhikistan in Central Asia became the 11th Soviet Republic to secede
and it scheduled a presidential election for
late next month.
(The Wall Street Journal/The Washington Post)

Renewed Violence in Croatia,
Macedonia Votes Independence
YUGOSLAVIA - The citizens of
Macedonia voted for the independence of
theYugoslav republic while fighting flared
in Croatia after a one-day lull. The renewed violence came a day after the European community opened a peace confer
ence in the Netherlands attended by
Yugoslavia's federal leaders: the heads of
the six republics and the EC foreign Ministers. (The Wall Street Journal)

Factional Fighting
in Black Townships
SOUTH AFRICA - Violence raged in
black townships on Monday for a second
day, and the death toll in the year's worst
outbreak of political violence rose to 65.
Despite the clashes, both the Inkatha Free
dom Party and its rival, the African National Congress, said they would sign a
peace accord Satuday with the Pretoria
government.
(The Wall Street Journal)
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Pass age s leaders wet but not dampered
By Bruno Zalubil
News Edlior

For the last seven years, Puget Sound has
been sending its freshman through a unique
experience in the world of higher education. First year Loggers are not thrown into
university life without preparation. Here, in
the Harvard of the West, Preludes and Passages slowly and smoothly works the new
and fragile minds into the collegiate system.
The Assistant Dean of Students, Henry
Johnson, is in charge of the two-tiered program. With the aid of co-directors Bob
Stremba and Jim Davis, the program has
gained national publicity and acceptance.
This year, the New York Times mentioned

the program.
The Prelude part of the program involves
classroom work. Here the students are carefully worked into the college mode of thinking through various poem and short story
readings.
During Passages, students are
thrown into the forest to suck in the aura of
the Olympic Peninsula. Half of the students
split into small hiking groups and the other
half are mixed in the friendly and hospitable confides of Camp Parsons where volleyball, swimming, boating, or just about
any other kind of outdoor activity consumes the daylight hours.
Throughout the experience, good times
are had by all and lasting friendships are

On Thursday, September 19 at
6:30 p.m., there will be an informational
meeting in the SUB (room 202) concerning
the creation of several Covenant Discipleship Groups on the Puget Sound campus.
Sponsored by the Office of Religious Life
and First United Methodist Church of
Tacoma, these covenant Groups are ecumenical Christian small groups designed to
provide an exciting, supportive community
for those who are living in or exploring
Christian faith. In addition the groups will
join one another several times each term for
social events, both on-campus and off.
Those who are intersted in participation may call Karen Finch, Seminary
Intern at the Religious Life offics, X3374.
Rev. Larry Warren of First United Methodist Church is also available to answer any
questions (627-0129).

Security observed a vehicle being driven recklessly near
North 18th and Lawrence streets.
Secuity discovered a University parking sign that had been
knocked over in a Union Avenue lot. It is suspected the
sign pole was hit by vehicle.

1039 Regents Blvd.
Fircrest Shopping Center
ALL

566-8989 - 627-8844

ASK US ABOUT OUR DINE-IN SPECIALS FOR U.P.S.
STUDENTS & FACULTY

2- Medium 1-Item Pizzas $ 8.99
(11" Pizzas NOT 10")

1 - Lare 1-Item Pizza
(14')

or information dial X3311. Members of the University community are encouraged to report
suspicious activity to Security Services. The security office also offers an escort service.

+ tax

Inc. 2 - FREE 12 oz. Pops

$ 5.55

+ tax

Inc. 2 - FREE 12 oz. Pops

1- Medium MEATEATER $6.98 + tax
(11" Pepperoni, Canadian-Style Bacon, Italian
Sausage, Ground Beef, Thick Crust)

Inc. 1- FREE 12 oz. Pop

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL Large Pepperoni Pizza $ 3.70 ea.
Good at Participating Location Only

Security Services is accessible 24 hours a day. For emergency service, assistance

created. The adult coordinators of the program even visit the camp to cash in on the
fun.
This particular year was the first that there
were no injuries.
One reason that Johnson believes the program to be successful is because of the
student leadership. "The strength of the
program is the student ownership. They are
involved in everything that they do. The
students are really making it work."
Since 1985, the program has welcomed
students to the University of Puget Sound
and there has been very little that people
have had to say about it that is anything but
positive. The only problem with the program, is the weather.
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will be more obvious that the damage was
done by someone in the hail if less people
are coming in and out." In this case, residents will be "less inclined" to cause damage, she concluded.
Less damage will also benelitresidents financially. In the past, residents
have had to pay for damage regardless of
who caused the expense.
Although the policy is now being enforced by the Residential Administration, it
is largely up to the residents themselves to
ensure that all visitors are escorted. The
Escort Policy, according to Coughran,
"places more responsibility on residents they're responsible for their guests."
Melinda Holler, who is spending her 4th
year in a Residential Hall, feels that most
residents don't question strangers. "I don't
think they'reknowledgable aboutwho lives
in the dorm." As a result, residents often
allow strangers to enter the Resident Hall.

to

Those who desire to enter a Residential
Hall, added Holler, will get in eventually by
simply waiting until a resident comes and
thenentering.
"If we want to
keen it even
safer,
we
should quest i 0 fl
slrangers ... the :
policy is for
our
own
If
safety.
somebody
looks like
they don'tbelong,
we
shouldn'tfeel
silly about asking."
No matter how cautious residents are about
strangers who wish to enter the Residence
Halls, non-residents will still manage to get
in. "We can't stop it 100%," said Coughran.

This is a point that the detractors of the
policy also bring up. Ravi Mantha, a Student Senator for ASUPS. asks : "How are
• you going to
accredibly
Vim
punish somebody if you
catch them
roaming
wo around?"
Another ar• gum en
; Mantha has is
scn that the new
policy was
never properly
g introduced to
I students who
live in Resident Halls. Says Mantha, "They
just began enforcing this policy out of the
blue without telling anyone ... nobody took
the pains to explain it to the residents."
Mantha also feels that the Escort Policy

The Top 10 Reasons To
Get Seafirst Free
cash machine cheddng
10. The idea of no monthly service chaises rings your bell.
9. It free.
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8. Some days you'd mther not be face-to-face with anyone.
7. IMme.
6. You're a do-it-yourself type of person.
5. It free.
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4. Itagood reason to make phone calls at2a.m.
3. IMree.
2. Cash machines are your friend.
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I. Itfne!
While there are lots of reasons you'll love our
new Cash Machine Checking, the l't reason of all is
that it's yours for a price most students can afford free!
With Cash Machine Checking, there are no
monthly service charges, no per check charges, no
Versatellei cash machine charges, and no minimum
balance requirements. Plus, you get your first 200
checks free.
And Cash Machine Checking is yours, simply

for banking the way busy college students do anyway at a nearby cash machine.
All we ask is that you do your routine tiunsactions
(like withdrawals, deposits and funds transfers) at any of
over 2,000 Versateller cash machines throughout the
West, or through our self-service 24-hour toll-free
Customer Service n umher. *
Cash Machine Checking. It's banking that rewanls
you for helping yourself. And when saving money is this
easy, isn't that reason enough to give it a W.

To find out more, stop by the nearest Seafirst branch, or call our 24-hour
Customer Service line at 1-800442-6680, or in Seattle at 461-0800.
40
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will be a problem for officers of ASIJPS
who need to get into Residence Halls to
take surveys or post liasion reports. Furthermore, he feels that once students are on
campus, they should not be restricted from
certain areas. "Build a wall around campus,
I.D. me as I go in, but once I'm in, let me go
where I please," said Mantha. He compared this scenario to a foreigner arriving in
the United States: after having been cleared
by customs and immigrations, "you're in,
and nobody cheeks up on you."
Overall, the Escort Policy has been a little
hard to implement, admits Coughran, but"I
think people are starting tocatchon." Added
Holler, "I think awareness will help - it is
for our safety." Herman Westreich, President of ASUPS, agrees that, although the
Escort Policy might disgruntle some students, it is worthwhile. "I think that if it
protects one person from being attacked or
getting their stuff stolen, it's worth the
hassle."

ALCOHOL from page 1
said.
Concern about alcohol consumption
among college students is part of a nationwide trend. Explained Amorose, "We know
from campus statistics nationwide that alcohol is involved in nearly every kind of
campus safety and security problem."
"This new stiffening of the policy is an
attempt to prevent any escalation of safety
and security problems that other campuses
are seeing," he added.
In response to concern about excessive
alcohol use on campus, the university has
developed several measures to help students who may have problems with alcoho!.
One of these measures is a 90-minute
workshop called Know Your Limit. According to Amomse this program has been
developed for those who may only be experimenting with alcohol, and it addresses
issues like the effects of alcohol and decision-making and responsible behavior with
regards to alcohol.
If a student is suspected of having an
alcohol abuse problem, he or she will be
referred to a licensed alcohol specialist for
an assessment Students found to have
abuse problems will be required to participate in an 8-week support group program
with other students.
A student who fails to complete any of the
measures required by the university will
not be allowed to register for the subsequent semester, said Dodson.
"When people's behavior poses a threat
to themselves or to others, then we're going
to be mandating [that they receive some
form of ireatment]," commented Dodson.
Amorose emphasized that the steps the
university takes to confront alcohol-related
problems are intended to educate and help
instead of punish.
"Alcohol use on campuses is a very deceptive issue," explains Amorose. "On the
one hand there is such a lure about the fun
and the excitement of experimenting with
alcohol while one is in college. What that
lure doesn't tell us is that alcohol use on
campuses is no longer like it used to be for
many, many students ... Because a higher
percentage of students are consuming alcohol at unprecedented levels it now constitutes a far greater threat to students' health
and safety as well as in their behavior than
it has in the supposed good old days of
'healthy' alcohol consumption."

'Deposits and payments can only be made at Versateller machines located at Seafirst branches. A $1 fee applies if you use a Seafirsi Banker to do a routine transaction.
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The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.
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direct. Whats more, if you get your ('ailing C'ardnov you'll get a free hours worth of AT&T long distance ca lli ng .* El Of course, when you
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'dent itii Crisis previewed:

Without the I, play embarks into wonderland
By Sara Freeman

40

Contributing Editor
Signs for the Inside Theatre's orientation
production may have been misleading. If
you didn't look closely, it would be easy to
assume one show is playing—"Identity Ciisis." Actually, there are two hour-long
shows: 'den tity Crisis, by Christopher
Durang, and I, which was created by Grey
Mitchem and partially improvised by the
cast.
'dentitiy Crisis plays first and is followed by!. While the production of! is free,
tickets for 'dentiry Crisis are two dollars for
students and three dollars for general admission. Performances continue September 13th and 14that8p.m.
Theatre majors Sadie J. McNassar and
Mitchem co-directed 'dent iry Crisis, which
is an absurd look into the life of an insane
family. Mitchem also did the set design for
the show.
"I was intrigued by the many layers of
this play," said McNassar. "It deals with a
lot of serious issues in non-serious ways. It
is outrageously funny—dark, but funny."

to

Her notes in the program read, "During
the rehearsal process, the cast worked on
connection with the serious (and not-soserious) side of insanity, not only in order to
better understand the chaos created by it,
but also in an attempt to get in touch with
the dysfunctions of this peculiar family and
the society in which they (and we?) live."
'dentiry Crisis is indeed a bit wacky.
Actors change characters mid-sentence,
Sara Wysocki as Edith creates "banana
bread" by piercing a pile of wonder bread
with an unpeeled banana, door bells sound
after the characters announce them and the
psychologist—first played by Bryan
Lovely—has a sex change. Seema Ahmed,
who plays Jane, is the only one who tries to
maintain a level of reality. 'dent ity Crisis is
her story and the crux of the show is whether
or not she will keep her sanity.
After this jolly jaunt into the the world of
mental neurosis comes the s traight- forward
and hard-htting!.
Born during a discussion following last
year's bigotry forum, I is about ethnic diversity and learning to judge people for

who they are, not what they are.
The seven cast members each represent
one minority group: Muslim, Asian-American, Black Woman, Homosexual, Handicapped, Black Man and Bisexual. Douglass
Flynn, who plays the character in the wheelchair, is the only cast member who is not
part of the minority group he represents.
The cast members themselves have
grown from this exploration of prejudice.
"Our target audience is not the bigots,"
said Mitchem. "We're aiming at the majority of people who think they are liberal but
still carry around a lot of little stigmas. We
all entered rehearsal as part of that group.

We spent the first three weeks learning
about each other."
The cast members of! went home over
the summer and read plays pertaining to
their minority group. The text of the show
comes from those existing works and from
interviews and personal experiences.
Maria Kolby, who represented Black
Woman, summed up the impact Ihad on the
cast. It is the same impact they hope it will
have on the audience.
"It has been emotional for me," she said,
"It's interesting realizing your own little
hang-ups. It has brought me closer to
people."
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The cast of 'dentity Crisisfrom left to right: Bryan Lovely, Sara Wysocki, Seerna Ahmed,
Brandon Starr, an dDenise Coates.

f Innocence dies laughing

S

Cast of Ifrom left to right: Grey Mitchum, Cynthia Hansen, Ruth Merz, Doug Flynn, Sean
horn, Seema Ahmed, Maria Kolby.

110assifieds
Nice room available

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately!
No experience necessary. Process Fl-IA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1405-321-3064.

Four blocks from Kilworth
in quiet neighborhood for
female non-smoker.

Call 759-2710
AISE $500

... $1000 ...

$1500

FOOL

You work while my dog
studies. Busy law student
needs responsible person
to take my dog to
obedience school on
Wednesday nights. Pay is
$7.50 per hour.
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REATEST WORK STUDY
JOB IN THE WORLD

NVESTMENT REQUIRED!

Call Hunter at 627-8983

An elegy for Pee-wee Herman
Shauna M. James
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Pee-wee is dead. Long live Pee-wee.
It may seem ludicrous in these times of
astonishing political change to write about
the passing of a weird little children's figure. And yet when asked to write about a
recent current event, many sixth-graders
this week wrote about Pee-wee getting arrested. They may not understand the significance of the liberation of the Baltic
States, but they do understand that the odd
man in the grey suit and bow tie is no longer
with us.
Sad, isn't it?
And yet, I can understand somehow. I can
discuss tumultuous social upheaval with
seriousness and vigor. And yet, sometimes
when I'm in the middle of an important
debate, I have the irresistible urge to break
into a sii1y giggle and say: "I know you are,
but what am I?"
It seems like a silly career for a grown
man. This man made a living with an infectious laugh and the courage to look silly. He
threw plates on the floor and called it break
dancing. He had a children's show in which
he owned a talking chair named Chairy and
watched old cartoons from the 1930s. And

he made a successful movie about a boy/
man's love for his bicycle.
Pee-wee always managed to get things
right. His shows were imbued with the
perfect touch of whimsy and insanity. Peewee's Playhouse, his Saturday morning
children's show, was filled with color and
intelligence. In the vast cultural desert that
is children's programming, this show taught
kids to be themselves, not tojust go out and
buy another box ofsugared cereal. Pee-wee
taught children that a sense of humor and a
full imagination were the best defense in a
confusing world.
So why did he get things so wrong this
time? I don't know. (But as Robert Klein
said: "Haven't you ever heard of VCRs,
Pee-wee?") I'm not ready to write a sociological treatise here, but it seems sad to me
that what Madonna does on stage nightly is
cause for the downfall of Pee-wee in a
movie theatre. It is clear, however, that
Madonna gives adult male audiences what
they want, while Pee-wee created intelligent programming forchildren.Now which
is the more influential group in our society?
It's all become a big joke now. People
across the country are still talking about it.
A defense group in San Francisco has printed
t-shirts saying "Don't touch our Pee-wee."

This week: our hero sees the shores of Parthia once again
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Writer I s Corner
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"1 am a man, and alive
• . for this reason I am
a novelist. And being a
novelist, I consider
myself superior to the
saint, the scientist,
the philospher, and the
poet, who are all great
masters of different bits
of man alive, but never
get the whole hog."

17

47
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Cap'n Cyril's Return to Wonderland!

S

4

D.H. (David Herbert) Lawrence was born this week in 1885. Best known for his
novels Lady Chatterley's Lover and Sons and Lovers, Lawrence was also a prolific
poet, travel writer, and literary critic. He explored the sexes, the subconscious, and
human nature with a lyrical sensuality.

- __&
Across:

2. in this house, students get paid to sit
9. this creeper makes Jones look collegiate
10. homonym for what rowers use
11. the dept. which floods lawns creating bogs
for students
12. a roll of campus film comes on this
13. Morris Day leads this band
16. Committee to Re-elect the President
19. landfill
21. lawnmower brand
22. U.P.S. science building
23. nocturnal avian
24. pickling spice
26. softest mineral on Moh's scale of hardness
27. synomonym for sacrifice hit
28. "...la, a note to follow
29. U.P.S. Administration building
31.hack
orseeBeowuif's firey funeral
wonderdog almost elected ASUPS senator
do they have the best interests of the students
in mind?

40
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Down:

college _: Varsity Sport o' the Mind hosted
by affable Jeremy Gully
director of Food Services, Dick CoolJ
portal
best place on campus to have a huckleberry
shake
Medical College Admission Test
big, hearty, ax-lubbing lug
Graduate Record Exam
ii. U.P.S. is actually ...__ Sound
14. Howarth
lab
15. U.P.S. yearbook
17. crew does this with 10. across
18. bowtie guy in the hospital for back surgery
20. street bordering North end o' campus
25. Doris _ing
30. a full-colored newspaper (unlike the Trail)
published by Public Relations

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY, ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
ou put more than just your savings

2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.

Yi nto a retirement company. You put
in your trust and hopes for the future,
too. So before you choose one, ask some

CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.

questions. How stable is the company?

For further growth potential and diversiication, there's the CREF variable annuity
with four different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70years of'experience serving the

How solid are its investments? How sound
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings ofindependent analysts.
Three companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding Out how strong a
Financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

education community. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TLAA
IS LETTER-PERFECT.
TIAA received A+ from A.M Best Co.,
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa
I
from Moods s lnvcstor, Service These
ratings ieflect 1 IAA s reliabk 1 urns paying
I
abilltv, exceptional financi tl strength
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expenses. With its guaranteed rate of ret urn I
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is
one of less than ten companies, out of

SENDNOWFORA FREE
RETmEMENTINvESTMENTKIT,
incIudng a SpecialRepo rl on TIAA Investmenis
Mail this coupon to TIAA CRI'F Dept QC
730 Third Avenue New York NY 10017 Or call
1 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016.
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it's not just another way for you
to spend your money,
It's a way to help you save it.
Now, get the Card and get
Student Privileges. Special
savings created just for you.
Only from American Express.
If you think the American Express® Card is
simply another way to buy things, we'd like
to share some valuable news with you: Sinc€
you're a student, the Card can actually help
you save.
Become a Student Cardmember today, and
you'll automatically get American Express®
Student Privileges, our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and special
offers. All designed just for you—with more
of what you need, for more value from the
moneyyou spend

Use your certificates to visit friends at other
schools, see your family back home or enjoy
yourself during a vacation. And the best part:
Each cert,ficate could save you as much as
$250 over regular ContinentalAirlinesfares
on a coast-to-coast trip.
OUR NEWEST ADVANTAGE: UP TO
30 MINUTES" OF FREE MCI LONG-DISTANCE
CALLING EVERYMONTH FOR A YEAR

A GOOD INVESTMENT, A GREAT VALUE

Talk about value. Now the Card
also help you save on your long
distance calls. In total, you
could save more than $44
when you enroll and use
the American Express
Card as a calling card.
And you don't even have to
change your current longdistance company.

Mci

4

Continental
3 ROUNDTRIPS ON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES—AT A PRICE THAT
REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy
this great deal on Continental Airlines:
three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189
each—depending on where you're going'
What's more, these certificates are good anywhere Continental Airlines flies in the 48
contiguous states.

a college budget. This year alone, Student
Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,
Eddie Bauer, MTV and ArtCarved class rings,
among others.
You'll find your certificates in each issue of
our exclusive student magazine, American
Express® Card CONNECTIONS—where you'll
also find valuable ideas and information
about college life today.

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,
MUSIC ... AND MORE

Student Privileges Value Certificates give
you the savings you need on the things
you want—a sure way to make the most of

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all
these savings, as well as all the traditional
benefits of Cardmembership—like
the personal attention you can get
j 24 hours a day from our Customer
V Service representatives.
And because you settle your account in
full each month, you won't pay any finance
charges—which can save you even more.
All of which goes to show that the
American Express Card is an exceptional
value. Because while there are many ways
for you to spend your _______
money, there are few ,
.. TRAVEL
that help you save it.
RELATED
Apply today.
SERVICES
An Ame,,can Erp,ess company

• To be eligible, you must be approved by December 31, 1991
A credit of up to $3.70 for calls will appear on each billing statement
for 12 months after enrollment $370 is equal to the charges for a
domestic 30mtnute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call
and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by
December 31, 1991.

©

1991 American Enpress Travel Related Services Company. Inc.

Get the Card today. CaU 1- 000-942-AMEX.
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Potent offense has foes'
hair standing on edge
By Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor

At this time of year last seaon Logger
head football coach Ross Hjelseth was
blessed with an aggressive, experienced
defense and an offense in transition that
was wet behind the ears. This year the
opposite is true: the offense runs smoothly,
while the defense has more questions than
answers.
Nevertheless, Hjelseth expects a winning
season. Senior Offensive lineman, John
Gass, perhaps puts it best: "This is the best
team since I've been here. We have a lot
more confidence than last year. We should
do well. We'll have a winning season."

Logger offense has, there will be no attempt
to live it up. According to Hjelseth, "We
have the ussual bread and butter plays, but
we also have some jam and jelly mixed in
there." Yet, there are no specific 'Big Plays'.
There are the condoment plays to get the
defense off balance, but no plays are designed for the highlight films. Says wide
reciever John Batacan, Olsen's favorite receiver last year, "We take what the defense
gives us. But everytime we step on the field
a big play can happen."
Olsen and Batacan may create big plays,
but McCurty is another spark waiting to
ignite. However, he doesn't feel any pressure to produce explosions. "Sure, I love
rushing the ball but if we can go in 1st and
ten, I'll take it."

f

06

OFFENSE
DEFENSE
The Logger footbal team has already been
touted as a "Big Play" team. And with such
big name returning players as Jason Olsen,
Gary McCurty, and John Batacan, there is
little doubt that last year's big plays won't
show up once again on this year's bog.
Olsen will lead the team as he did all of
last year afte(taking over halfway through
the first game of the season. As a sophomore this season, Hjelseth expects his quarterback to exhibit great leadership and be a
strong force. "His expectation level is a lot
higher," Hjelseth explains. "As a freshman
his goal was just to play. In his second year
his expectations will be a lot higher."
Last year Olsen threw for 1435 yards and
six touchdowns. With reliable Christian
McDonald in the backup role, Hjelseth says
"I don't lay awake at night."
In the back field with Olsen will be the
perenial powerhouse, Gary McCurty. As a
sophomore, McCurty rushed for 936 yards
on 208 carries for eleven touchdowns.
McCurty's goal this year is to lead the
league in rushing yards. Assisting McCurty
will be Sean Donohoe and freshman Aaron
McCoy, while first year man Arthur Ruffin
and junior David Hoggan will block as
fullbacks.
As for the "Big Play" persona that the

The defense has been a question mark for
most of the young season. With leading
tackler Jeff Johnson gone this year, the
Loggers have been emphasizing team defense.
Senior Chris Schuler returns this year to
his noseguard postition- a position that many
believe will be the key to the defensive
play. Charlie Perry and Jeff Vaughn are
new starters at the tackle spots, but both
should provide quality play.
There will also be new starters in the
inside linebacker positions. Jim Waldorf
has moved from outside linebacker, filling
the weak linebacker slot while Craig
Chamberlin and Scott Easliy will compete
fortheotherposition. On the outsideRodney
Emmons will probably hold down theli
weak side after a sucessful freshman year.
Brad Watson will finishs out the linbacking
corps.
Graduation hit the defensive back position very hard but Scott Green and Tony
Hughes return to thier repected positions.
"I feel very good about the atheletic abilities and instincts of our defense," remarked
Hjelseth.
The Logger coaching staff also feels more
confident this fall. Whereas last year, there
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Sophomore quarterback Jason Olson returns to lead the Logger offensive attacks.

was a new offense to learn and new coaches
to get accustomed to. This year the staff is
starting on its second year together. Hjelseth
believes that there is a much better feel for
things this year. The communication is much
better between the players and coaches and
everyone is "very positive and very enthusiastic."
In fact, Hjelseth has spelled out the coaching emphasis for each of his coaches. His
points of emphasis include; quality, teamwork, enthusiasm, self-respect,trust, and

fun. Each coach has a copy to remind them
of their objective. At the beginning of the
year, the entire team even went through a
two-day seminar on positive effectiveness.
All of this, Hjelseth believes, will produce a great year. "I have very high expectations. I am very happy and very pleased.
Our players came to play."
So come out and watch the Logger football team at its best. This saturday, September 14, at 1:00, Puget Sound battles the
alumni at Baker Stadium.

Women past hairy situation
By Laura M. Smith
Contributing Editor

Rebirth could not be a better description of the changes in the 1991 Women's
Soccer Team. Disappointed and despondent after a disappointing 5-12-2 season
last year and frustrated with the coaching
staff, the Loggers have altered their attitude
with the aid of a new coach and a healthy
returning line-up.
"We're a hundred percent better .... Our
confidence and attitude are stronger," states
seniorTracey Sheets about the team's turnaround.
It's almost as if the team feels they have
a fresh start or a clean slate with the addition
of their new coach, Cohn Stewart, a native
of the United Kingdom. After attending
Liverpool University, Stewart migrated to
the States to coach young teams on the
West Coach including programs at
Steilacoom, Captiah and Timberline High
Schools in Washington state. Along with
coaching for the past ten years, he has also

had plenty of playing experience. During
his college years, Stewart competed at
Sunderlund University, and in 1983-84, he
played for the Denver Kickers, the winners
of the USA Amateur Championships. But
Stewart seems to enjoy coaching and states
that "I always seems to get along with
kids."
Despite a loss to nationally ranked University of Portland last Saturday, the team
looks to come out strong. Their strength
lies in a lack of injuries and a large majority
of returning members on the roster. Returning to the line-up are 13 players from
the 1990 team who make up "the core of the
team" according to Stewart. Those coming
back out include Rachael Lloyd who claims
the title of leading scorer after a 7 goal, 3
assist 1990 season, and striker Lisa Young,
another leading scorer who shotS goals last
year.
Although most of the starters have lots of
game experience, there are few standouts
or stars which are standardly relied upon to

49
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Krista Thonas outnaneuvers her opponent for the loose ball and go on to win by a hair.

be the sole performer. Instead, the Loggers
consist of members that "are about equal,"
says Stewart. "This is more of a team effort.
Everyone is really supportive of each other."
Team work and cooperation will come in
handy for the women as they tackle a schedule which includes 50% of the matches
against Division 1 teams. But the Loggers
are confident in their outlook. "They will
be hard teams, but they will make the team

tougher," says Stewart who feels that the
team has a lot of hard work in front of them
still. "I think if we keep on everyone and
stay tough, we have a real good chance at
districts."
Next weekend, the women will be competing at TESC in the Evergreen Invitational; their next home game is against
Western Washington University at 1:00
p.m.
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B aby-faced rooki*es need time to flourish
By Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor

Setter Leslie Oto provides leadership for a young Puget Sound team eager to grow.

Leslie Ota taps the ball gently to the end
of the net where Jill Fox has prepared to lift
herself on the ground. She jumps, bringing
her arm down in a hammer-like motion and
sending the spherical, white ball whizzing
down past a ducking opponents head.
Side out Puget Sound.
The 1991 version of Logger volleyball
willbe quitedifferentfrom lastyear's model.
Gone is the hard outside pounders of Fox
and Jan Robinson. Middle blocker Martha
McGraw also will not be returning to the
center of the logger attack. Puget Sound
will field a smaller, and younger team,
playing a lot more defense and rallying for
points instead of the quick kill. However,
head coach Robert Kim expects the same
results— victories.
Kim, in his seventh year as head coach of
Puget Sound, will lead the Loggers into
NAJA district play this weekend, with their
first real action coming in the Whitworth
tournament in Spokane. Puget Sound played
and exhibition game against the Logger
alumni last thursday, September 6, and was
defeated. In his seven year tenure at Puget
Sound Kim has compiled an impressive
192-72 record at which includes two trips to
the NAIA National Tournament. Against
NAIA opponents during his career at Puget
- Sound the Loggers hold a 137-47 advantage.
The Loggers are coming off a solid 1990
, campaign wich ended rather abruptly. After blazing through the season in quick
>< fashion, challdng up a 27-14 overall recod,
the Loggers were eliminated early in the

District 1 championships in Bellingham,
Washington. However, in what is supposed
to be a rebuilding year, the Loggers plan on
suprising some people.
"We don't have the big hitters like we did
in the past," said Kim. "Our team will rely
on controlling the ball and rallying for
every point."
Quarterbacking the Logger attack oncle
again will be All-America candidate Leslie
Ota. The senior setter from Puyallup, Washington is considered by many as the top
setter in the DistricL As team captian, Ota
will be looked upon for leadership and
guidance in the Loggers 1991 campaign.
"With a younger and shorter line up, our
game plan will be much different this year,"
Ota said. "We need to be relentless on
defense to make up for our lack of height."
Also returning with Ota from last year's
squad include sophomore standout Nancy
Volkel, who coach Kim says, "Will be
more of a threat this season." Along with
Volkel, juniors Melissa Goellner and Ann
Callistro will hit from the outside. Freshman Tara Griffin and Heidi Moritz will be
expected to make immediate impacts this
season. Kim expects his team to be among
the tops in Districts once again this season.
"We will be a small, athletic, ball control
team," says Kim, who claims to have finally matured as a coach during his tenure
at Puget Sound. "Our team will be very
competitive."
Ota seems to agree with her coach.
"Wehave thepotential tobe agood tetni,"
Ota said. "All we need is game experience.
By the end of the season we will be a
contender."

Puget Sound: they prove they have hair on their chests
By Antje Spethmann
Staff Writer

Oh for the benefit of hindsight.
Wouldn't it be great to know now, at the
beginning of the season, exactly what the
team would be up against: which ideas to
4 alter, which to implementwith even greater
zeal, which to boot altogether.
Unfortunately, that's not an option for
second-year men's soccer coach Randy
Freeman. But building on the success of
last season, a "great recruiting year and a
couple of surprises," Freeman is forecasting contention.
"This year our goal is just to challenge,"
Freeman said, "to stir things up."
To do that Freeman has had to turn a
losing attitude into a winning attitude. And
the cornerstone of that process is something
16 he'd likely stake his entire career on-- teamwork.
"My philosophy? I stress team rather than
individual," the coach said, "you have to
believe in each other. You have to do things
together on and off the field. If you play
• well as a team the right individuals will get
honored through that."
Off the field, Freeman means the team
should be eating together, living together
and even ... what was that p-word? playing
together?
"These guys have to be your best friends,"
he reiterated.
Another thing he's relying on is the
strength of the "rookies." Of the 40 men
who tried out for the team, 24 were freshman. Of the fmal 18-person squad, nine
have first-year status.

Puget Sound forward Ian Wells will be a help to the men's soccer team's success this season. Wells is returning after many years of play

These rookies (you might have seen them
running around campus with "Rook" shaved
on their heads) were responsible for two of
the three goals the team scored at the
Humbolt-State tournament last weekend.
For Freeman, the youth of this team is
such a factor because it was virtually impossible for him to recruit when he took
over the program, which he qualified as

disastrous, in the fall of 1990.
Last year, the team aniasseda7-9- 1 record,
after having won only three games the
previous season. Currently, they are 1-1-0,
beating 17th-ranked The Master's college
2-1 in overtime and falling 2-1 to Fresno
State.
It's the beginning of a challenging sea-

son, but Freeman has high hopes.
"This year it's going to be a good run,
said. He's hoping that when he looks baci
over the season in November, he will see
that his hindsight doesn't need too much
focusing.
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Fall 1991 Logger Sports Calendar
FOOTBALL
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 8
Nov. 16

Alumni
Southern Oregon State College
Linfield College
Oregon Institute of Technology
Central Washington University
Western Washington University
Whitworth College
Simon Fraser University
Pacific Lutheran University
Pacific University

Home-1:30pm
Home-1:30pm
Away-1:30pm
Away- 1:30pm
Home-i :30 pm
Away-1:30pm
Home-I :30 pm
Away-1:30pm
TBA
Home-1:00pm

VOLLEYBALL
Sept. 13
Sept. 14
Sept. 18
Sept. 26
Sept. 27-28
Oct. I
Oct. 3
Oct. 5
Oct. 8
Oct. 11-12

Whitworth Tournament
Whitworth Tournament
St. Martin's College
Simon Fraser University
Simon Fraser Tournament
Central Washington University
Seattle Pacific University
Lewis-Clark State
Simon Fraser University
Western Washington State
College Tournament

Away-All Day
Away-All Day
Home-7:00pm
Away-7 :00 pm
Away-All Day
Home-7:00pm
Home-7:00pm
Away-7:00pm
Home-7 :00 pm
Away-All Day
Coll

Ø

Oct. 15
Oct. 1849
Oct.22
Oct. 25
Oct. 29
Nov. 1
Nov. 5
Nov. 7
Nov. 8
Nov. 15-16
Nov. 23-24
Dec. 4-7

Western Washington University
UPS Invitational-UBC, PSU, SPU,
CWU,
and U. of Victona
St. M&tifl's College
Western Washington University
Central Washington University
Seattle Pacific University
Portland State University
Chaminade University
Lewis-Clark State
District Championships
Bi-Districts
Nationals

Away-7:00 pm
Home-All Day
Away-7:00 pm
Home-7:00 pm
Away-7:00 pm
Away-7:00 pm
Away-7:30 pm
Home-7:00 pm
Home-7:00 pm
t
TBA
TBA
Hays, KS

MEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 11
Sept. 15
Sept. 18
Sept. 21
Sept. 22
Sept. 28
Oct. 2
Oct. 5
Oct. 9
Oct. 12
Oct. 13
Oct. 16
Oct. 18
Oct. 20
Oct. 23
Oct. 27

University
SHOP RITE

Seattle University
Whitman
Central Washington University
Gonzaga University
Whitworth
Seattle University
The Evergreen State College
George Fox
Portland State
Concordia College
Central Washington University
Western Washington University
Warner Pacific University
Gonzaga University
Pacific Lutheran University
Simon Fraser

Away-4:00 pm
Away-i :00 pm
Away-3:00 pm
Away-3:00 pm
Away-I :00 pm
Home-3:00 pm
Home-4:30 pm
Home-1:00 pm
Home-5:00 pm
Away-Noon
Home-I:00 pm
Away-4:00 pm
Home-3:30 pm
Home-Noon
Away-3:00 pm
Away- 1:00 pm

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 14-15

Evergreen Invitational-UPS,
TESC, Seattle U., Pacific CWU, Whitworth
Sept.21
University of Portland
Sept. 22
Western Washington Univ.
Sept. 25
University of Washington
Sept. 28
University of San Francisco
Sept. 29
Stanford University
Oct. 6
Oregon State University
Oct. 9
Portland State University
Oct. 13
Washington State University
Oct. 16
Pacific Lutheran University
Oct. 19
Simon Fraser University
Oct. 20
University of British Columbia
Oct. 23
Seattle University
Oct. 27
Whitworth
Nov. 2
George Fox
Nov. 3
Gonzaga
Nov. 9-10
District Tournament
Nov. 16-17 Regional Tournament
Thanksgiving National Tournament

GO LOGGERS

Your #1 ChoIce for:

Dell Specials].J.
Turkey Sandwich $1.99
12 Pack Coke

$1.89
.50 Off any Nalley's Item
Valid With A.S.B. Card Only

TESC-TBA
Away-i2:00
Home-i :00
Away-7 :00
Away-3:00
Away-i 1:00
Away-i 1:00
Home-3 :00
Home-i 1:00
Home-4:00
0
Away-i:00
Away 12:00
Home-3 :00
Home-i 1:00
Home-i :00
Home-i2:00
TESC-TBA
Calf.-TBA
BocaRaton

CROSS COUNTRY

FULL SERVICE GROCERIES
VIDEO RENTAL
MONEY ORDERS
KEYS
6th & Union
OPEN: 6 A.M. - I P.M.11 Only 4 short blocks
from campusli

Check It Out!
UIflVERSITY.$HOP R1T.3e01-eth Avenuc.Tacoma. WA 98406.(20e) 750-9652

Sept. 14
Sept. 28

Point Defiance 5K
Tacoma, WA
Pacific Lutheran University DualPLU
Ft. Steilacoom Park
Oct. 5
SPU Ft. Casey Invitational
Whidhey Island
Oct. 12
Whitworth Invitational
Spokane, WA
Oct. 19
WWU Invitational
Bellingham •
Nov. 1-2
NAIA District I
Whitworth
Nov. 16
NAIA Nationals
U. Wisconsin
............................................

•

•

Make an oyster smite, and the
wortil is yo ur armaditto.

-Rgbert fPrestcrn

..•..••.•.••••.••••••••••..•..••••••••••••••
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Farewelt.lo Phibbs
Melissa Hawken

dent at Wellesley College as well as being
an Associate Professor of Political Science. He also spent time as a Director of
At the conclusion of the 1991-92 acaCommunity Relations in London, a Condemic year, Phibbs will retire as president
gressional Fellow in Washington, D.C.,
of the University of Puget Sound. Phibbs
and a Government Intern.
began is career as president of the univerPhibbs began his work with the university in 1973 and during his time here, he
sity by first determining what a college
accomplished many things, putting the
would need to survive in a new decade that
university in a secure position that will be
at the time was experiencing a potential
able to withstand whatever the future may
decline in the number of students. Instead
bring.
of expanding the university to allow for
"The best time for an institution to expemore students, Phibbs decided to attract
rience the uncertainties and potential loss
people
by creating a university with a repuof momentum occasioned by a change of
tation
of
quality education and personalleadership is when it is at its strongest,"
ized
attention
for students.
Phibbs said.
To
do
this
the
faculty, the trustees and
Phibbs was born October 2, 1931, in MinPhibbs
worked
together
to develop pronesota but later moved to Washington state
grams
that
would
promote
a reputation of
where he went to high school in Summit
excellence.
One
of
these
programs
was the
and Sumner close to Tacoma. He went on
core-curriculum
which
required
students
to college at Washington State University
to take a variety of courses in the arts and Guide to Colleges which placed Puget Sound
where he graduated with high honors.
sciences, ensuring a liberal education.
among the top ten percent of the nation's
Phibbs also studied at Cambridge UniverThe Business Leadership Program, the colleges and universities.
sity fora year and received his master's and
Asian Studies! Pacific Rim Study-Travel
Phibbs gives a personal reason for retiring
doctorate from the University of Chicago.
Program, the Underby saying that itis time
Before Phibbs became president of Puget
graduate Science Reto pursue interests
Sound, he served as Executive Vice Presisearch Center, the Writfounded from a liberal
ing Center and the Caeducation along with
reer Counseling office
his wife Gwen.
were all started during
"I think that it is time
Phibbs' presidency. Prefor me to test that claim.
ludes and Passages was
There are books to be
also developed during
read, there is music to
this time and is now
be heard, there are
known as the best colmountains to trek,
lege orientation program
there is travel to be
in the country.
done, and cultures to
Proof of Phibbs' sucexplore, there are balcess came in 1985 when
lets and operas to
Puget Sound received a
watch. Aboveall, there
charter from thePhi Beta
is volunteer service to
Kappa, an academic
others which Gwen and
honorary society which has charters in only I wish to perform together," Phibbs stated.
237 otheruniversitiesand colleges throughout the United States.
More recently, UPS has been recognized
by various magazines and publications,
including U.S. News and World Report
By Matthias Dezes
which named the university as one of
Staff Wrtier
"America's best colleges" and the Fiske
"Getting started," - this expression, title
of a Puget Sound publication, seems to
provide the background for my first days
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
of study in the United States as a foreign
exchange student from Germany. I keep it
in mind because of the many orientation
activities and affairs I have attended, designed to make me feel welcome and "get
started." My fellow students and I were
invited to have lunch with the Dean of
Students, were asked to come for an ice
cream social at the President's House and
- finally - have taken part in the Matriculation Ceremony.
At the university in Germany I was not
used to such official, but refreshing receptions held for transfer students. Attending
orientation, I not only became familiar
with my classmates, but also with the philosophy that seems to be behind all this:
Army ROTC classes provide the leadership skills
"Be
active and study efficiently."
sought by top employers. Register this term for
an Army ROTC elective.
That does not mean that this is not done
in Germany, but in America activities and
Add Army ROTC to your list of classes!
orientation seem to be taken more seriFor more information call 535-8740
ously. Theexlra-cumcularactivities cover
almost four pages of a splendid "Self Advising Guide," published by the Office of
Academic and Career Advising Service.
UPS
programs and organizations seem to
ARMY ROTC.
serve
all areas of life, from intramurals to
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
Student Health and the Counseling CenCOURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
ter. At the Activities Fair a student can
Staff writer

Some of Phil's
ccomplishments:
Fuibright Grant to India, 1963
Rockefeller Foundation Research
Grant for research in India on
Indian foreign policy, 1 966-7
Phi Beta Kappa
Phi Kappa Phi
Chairman, Board of Directors,
National Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities
ard of Trustees, Seattle Opera
Association
Consultant for a U.S. Senator on
foreign policy
Rotary Foundation Fellow, 1953

Words from a Deutscheh

El

fl

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.

V

choose from a number of different clubs
and interestgroups. In myopinion it would
be difficult for any individual to not find
anything of interest at this Fair.
I have discovered that watching TV is an
inevitable part of life in the US as well as
in Germany, a rich American breakfast
has becomeapleasant habit to start the day
with, and, recently found on Saturday's
trip to Olympia, the 55-speed limit is not
taken as seriously as feared. More seriously taken is the alcohol policy in Washington State: In a liquor store, the clerk
gave me my wine only after I had shown
him my passport - an unbelievably bureaucratic procedure in a country where
anybodyover l6can getadriver'slicense.
My first shopping tour was an experience of a special kind: The supermarket
near the campus welcomed back all UPS
students with a huge advertising poster
above the entrance, and at the cash desk
the shop assistant asked me - with an eye
on the mineral water that I had bought - if
I was an exchange student from France.
Mat: hias Dezes comes from Bonn, the
former German capital, and is a P&G
major. He has been studying for three
years in Passau, Bavaria. This University
runs an exchange program with the UPS.
He told our office that even after being
here for more than three weeks, he has
missed neither German beer nor German
wine
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What I did for mv summer vacation
•1

By Jason Saffir
Titleless Writer

I went to Hawaii to see the eclipse nyah,
nyah, nyah.
But, we missed the eclipse because we
drove into a cloud bank. Bitterness, anger,
frustration. We almost saw an erupting
volcanoe, but it was too steamy, and, I wore
a dress into an expensive french restaraunt,
but it was a dark restaraunt so those that did
stare just thought that I was a rather unpetite
woman in a mumu. The only perfectly
visible attraction in Hawaii was a dead cow
that we saw on our way to some miscellaneous, hard-to-see, feat of nature. So Hawan was rife with misguided Kodak moments.

4-,

I also went to the East coast, where I went
to a wedding and got mistaken for a lesbian.
(Although not simultaneously.)
I did a lot of reading and cleaned my room.
I even did some carpentery, which made me
feel macho, adept, virile and young. But
when I was finished my Dad, (meaning to
be nice) said,"Oh, that's great, no one will
notice that it is sloppy, uneven and sparse,
good job." So much for my machismo.
My love life also fell into the toilet, but
that's o.k., quiet desperation and bitterness
build character.
I had a great summer, I am ready to start
school now and do something relaxing.

But on to bigger and better things! Public opinion will
decide my upcoming topics of analysis this year.
Please check the subject(s) that interest you and
return to the Trail office as soon as possible.

I

I

*1

1._Poodle-Part Pies and Their Impact on Personality.
2._Why your proffesors stink.
3.The History of the Paper Clip.
4.Sex and Violence.
5._Love Lettuce.
6._The Life and Times of Englebert Humperdink.
7._Transexual Lesbian Breast Implants.
8._Ravi Mantha—Sex God or Love Machine?
9._Other:

I

I
I
I
I
I
L

-

-------------------------

I
I
I
I
I
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Lyne ventures into new
literary stomping grounds

I

)
ow

By Andy James
Contributing Editor

/

CD

Bill Lyne's office doesn't seem fully
moved into, with one exception: all his
books are in place. Lining his shelves
are books by Joyce, books by William
Faulkner, whole sections of American
and British Literature. If it seems a
diverse collection, that is only fitting
for someone who made his doctoral
name finding connections between
Henry James and Ralph Ellison.
Lyne is aware, however that he was
not recently hired by the English Department for general literature studies.
Lyne's specialty, African-American
literature and American literature of
the twentieth century, has so far gone
unrepresented by any individual professor, although touched on by others.
Lyne says he feels comfortable with
being appointed the man to fill that
gap.
"I'm hoping to get African-Amencan literature to be offered in some of

the lower- n umbreed courses [Lyne's current seminar in
African-American Literature of the Twentieth Century is
English 464] rather than treat it as though it's something
offbeat."
Lyne says there was no single experience in his life that
led to his interest in African-American Literature, although
he credits reading James Baldwin's Go Tell it on the
Mountain as being an important experience in his education. "I grew up around a lot ofjazz musicians," says Lync,
"and it was just something I was always interested in."
Lyne grew up in Texas, although he says he spent his
"tortured adolescence in California." His PhD from University of Virginia earned bids from Oberlin College,
Temple University and "some place in Nebraska."
Lyne says he chose UPS because of the small class sizes,
reputed student enthusiasm (a reputation he has, so far, seen
borne out), and "the area." He also claims that UPS seemed
to be in a state of sufficient financial stability to offer a
guaranteed job for the next few years.
Lyne would like to see an expansion in the area of
African-American studies in the English Department, but,
for the moment, he seems happy to be the representative of
what he claims to be "the most vital literary tradition going
these days ... a real wealth of controversial and competing
ideas."
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Letter from the Editor
By Andy James
Editor

Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound. Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily relect the views of the
Associated Students, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials
(unsigned editorials) are the opinion of a majority of the core staff. Guest opinions
are printed at the discretion of the Editor. The Trail reserves the right not to print
letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All letters must have
a signature and a phone number and are due by 7 uesday at Sp m Anonymous letters
will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and untimely valenunes
may be addressed to The Trail 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma WA 98416

Staff &1it0ria(

ZD

Pardon the dissenting voice in a time in which the world seems to be settling into a
comfortable rationality, but there is a simplistic tenor to the way this country has been
viewing the world lately, and it could make us blind to the real new world which is being
hammered Out daily. The myth under which we labor when we see Russia being rebuilt (or,
for that matter, any of the countries of Eastern Europe changing or South Africa changing
its laws) is that the world is (at last) becoming more American. We tend to look at
Parliaments being assembled and presidencies being established and say that the American
system is the pattern for all the new governments now in the drafting stage.
This requires a lot of fudging of facts, but it also hinges on a notion implicit in our view
of the way the world works. As governments change, the logic goes, they "evolve," going
through stages—primitive, tyrannical, socialist, democratic. We, as pinnacles of the
"democratic," mark not only the pinnacle of the process but the inevitable fmal stage; all
nations will, after strife and oppression and years of futile history, fmally discover the only
true way of living and establish a government as close to our form as possible.
This is a terribly self-centered idea but, worse still, isn't it the same as the primary idea
behind that whipping boy of today's world, Marxism? "Scientific" Marxism claimed that
society inevitably progressed through several stages, casting off feudalism and turning to
capitalism, fmally removing the yoke of oppression and establishing socialism. This was
notjust ideal; it had to be. Current American thought keeps the same idea but only changes
the terms, putting us at the end of history instead of socialism.
A quick glance at the unruliness of history tends to discredit the idea, but a look at the
current world does the same. What analogue could this country provide for the dissolution
of the Soviet Union except our own Civil War, but our imperitave—unity or death—is the
opposite of theirs. How is it our history looks anything like theirs—or our country as it
stands, for that matter?
The Russian people (or at least whoever is calling themselves Russian as we go to press)
have very limited, basic desires: they want to eat, they want to work to eat, and they want
to have places to live. American notions of democracy were created in a condition of
sufficient luxury, or at least stability, that they could seem important. The Constitution, after
all, was drafted by "gentleman farmers," which means they never worried about food; they
worried about John Locke and Adam Smith and the inalienable rights of man. If the people
of today's Russia are drafting a constitution, real or metaphorical, its main concerns will not
be the finer points of the human spin.., it will be drafted to make sure that people can stay
alive. If it takes a tyrant to accomplish that, more Russian people will support one than we
want to believe.
The point is that, while we may, in looking at recent events, claim a victory for humanity
in as much as the world's most incompetent bureaucracy is being dismantled, it's ludicrous
to possessively claim victory on behalf of America. The Russian people are facing questions
to which our answers are helpless, and structural holes in which our institutions are
absurdities. In short, this world is not becoming a giant America, and, although we can no
longer look around and see only enemies and friends, we must not look around and see only
ourselves.
There is one much more minor point on which the Trail must make a vehement stand, and
that is this: the Cyclone pinball machine has been removed from the Rendezvous. As if this
indignity were not enough, it has been replaced with a singularly uninspiring game which
costs fifty cents to the Cyclone's twenty-five. There can be no motivation behind this except
profit; capitalism has killed even pinball. What about the legions of loyalists? What about
Bill Haltom? What about tradition?

To freshmen: welcome. To the rest welcome back.
Actually, this issue marks a "welcome" to all, since this is, in many ways a new paper. Part
of that is good intentions, of course; every year we swear the Trail will occupy the very
centerofjoumalistic integrity. Sometimes these intentions actually make theirway onto the
page. But, this year, we really are new, and the reasons are technological instead of
ideological. The Trail is now endowed with a multitude of computers, and they will do all
the straightening and cutting and rearranging for us, while we, set in the liberty that our new
leisure gives us, can concentrate on using The Trail as an arm of some vague international
insurrection.
To those newly here but especially to those returning, there is always the comfortable
illusion that UPS is one giant living room—or at least an office. You can pick up a phone
and, with a minimum of button presses, reach anyone else who lives on campus; every
campus house is in walking distance from every other campus house. The result is that this
seems like its own small world, perfectly formed and contrite. Unfortunately, it only takes
a few blocks for that feeling to be seen as the grotesqurie it is, and I truly hope that the reality
of the larger world gives you that unpleasant but needed hello at some time.
To invoke a largergreeting, The Trail wants tobelieve it waits ready for the sad, inevitable
mistakes unthinking people almost always make. We don't attack everything or anything
or even Greeks necessarily (several of us are Greek). We will attack:
sexism, logocentrism, the idiocy of schedules set more than a month ahead, a reliance on
logic without commanding sense, a reliance on emotion without commanding sense, bad
movies and buddy comedies, extreme bureaucratic tangles, people who won't stop
complaining, people who won't start.
If this sounds like an ideology, so be it. I don't really believe it's especially liberal but,
even if! do, I'm certainly not the entire staff and I don't believe the entire staff is acting Out
liberal skits either. Besides, we're so busy shaking our heads at straight lines and neatly
kerned text that we really can't think politics. The best we can do, in a world that's become
grotesquely big in proportion to ordinary events is make ordinary events seem grotesquely
big. This is your paper and, if you look close enough, you're there.
We also face a new school (or at least sympathetically, in advace, new) because the biggest
fixture this campus knows will soon no longer be with us. You must have noticed from the
many articles, but Phil Phibbs is leaving. From the wa y The Trail has, in the long past or
even the present, treated Phil, you would think we bear some grudge. Quite the contrary;
many on this campus and even on this staff owe Phil thanks for acts of consideration rarely
committed by heads of bureaucracies. Thanks, Phil.

'S

'S

Letters
Dear Trustees, or whomever it is that
keeps raising the damn tuition:
While reading through the Money Seetion of USA Today (I just like the pretty
green color) of 9/4/9 1 , lo and behold, I
came across a top ten list that was applicable to our school.
I know our administrators always tell the
local newspapers "...yes we're flattered at
our standing with such and such magazine/
critic, but we don't really pay much attention to it." But you know that's a lie. You
are perfectly aware that favorable rankings
provide millions ofdollars ofFREE advertising for recruiting and admissions, and
are also easy to flash when hitting alumnae
up for big bucks.
So let's be honest, we don't mind the
rankings. But here's thekicker: We weren't
included in this list. The ranking was of the
Top 10 College Buys. Comparing cost
against 12 measures of academic quality
produced Money Magazine's all-important
list. And there were private schools on the
list as well. I guess it wouldn't bother me
so much if it weren't for a few irritating
sidenotes.
First, as a senior in high school (a mere
three years ago) my mom handed me an
article similar to the one in USA Today,
describing some of the best buys in the
college arena. And there was my soon to be
beloved school, UPS. At a mere $13,900 it
was a dream come true. Affordable private
schooling. Three years later, and lucky to
have two sets of parents helping with the
bill, it's not such a good, affordable buy
any more. Not with a 9% increase in less
than four years. Keeping up with the present
rate of inflation? I think not. Secondly, and
perhaps this is childish, the University of
Washington was ranked 8th. 1 thought the

fl

only thing that would ever obtain a national ranking at UW would be those byable DAWGS. But now it is ranked as a
"good college buy." How humiliating.
I know ouradministratorsjustify our price
by pointing out that at a private school you
havebowerteacher-studentratios, individualized education, competitive teacher salaries, etc. Butother small schools don't cost
as much. And they still are better than we
are.
So we don't use the old "we're private"
excuse. Schools like Pomona, Stanford,
and Swarthmore made the list and I know
for a fact that they cost more than we do.
Theywere still a"goodbuy." Thisleads me
to my point. We're not good enough to
charge the kind ofmoney we do. We aren't
Stanford and merely charging as much as
they do will still won't make us Stanford.
And I'll let you in on another secret. By
making this school affordable to only a
certain percentage of incoming freshpeoplc,
you lose the valuable student with maybe a
little less money. And those kids that can
afford this school can afford a better one
too. How many years do we have to uncap
the WAIT LIST before you realize that?
We were a top notch affordable school, but
we're a lower rung on the expensive school
ladder.
UPS is a great school and I love it, but I'm
not so sure if itis worth the money anymore.
Maybe I was wrong—I could have gone to
a cheaper, academically comparable school
and saved my parents thousands of dollars.
How did we fall so far in such a short
amount of time? Not only did we fail to
make the top 10, we didn't even make the
top 100. Pretty sad, don't you think?
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By Maria Kolby
kinds of men and women to avoid. Don't we? And we all kn ow th at we would never ra pe
Opinions Editor
anyone! Don't we?
Acquaintance Rape. A touchy topic, to say the ieast. Yet the University of Puget Sound,
If a wom an simply does not res po nd when a man forces h imse lf u po n her, is it rape ? She
an admittedly conservative campus, has in place a program called When Hello Gets Out
didn't say yes, but she didn't re al ly sa y no, ei th er. If a man is drunk and a wom an forces
Of Hand. This is a workshop offered to the incoming freshmen class every year to awaken
herself upon him an d he w ak es up fee l in g u sed, is it ra pe ? Some people would sa y no, wi th
•or remind them of the real possibility that date rape could happen to them, or someone they
a sc offi ng laugh—but others w il l sa y yes. If a woman is be ing flirtatious wi th a m an , is she
know, during their four years at college. To be honest, offering this program to freshmen
asking for sex? Maybe, and may be not. A m an who as sumes th at she is could be get ti ng
the very first week they are here is rather progressive thinking, and the liPS administration
h im self in a lot of trouble if he d ec ides she w an ts it, gives it to her, and finds out th e next
deserves to be commended for its willingness to admit that rape is an issue on campus,
morn ing th at she w as just be ing fri endly.
especially so early in the year.
Th e inhe re nt da ngers of miscommunication and diffe ri ng interpre tati ons of even ts
As a second year facilitator of these acquainare issues th at When Hello Ge ts Out Of Hand attempts to address. But numerous students
stance rape workshops, I began the year feeling
U(, I. ,.)UUIIU
&135
UI 1J7J
confident and excited about leading a few more
Contrary to popular belief, the crushing majority of rapes
are running off to parties not thinking, or even
discussions about acquaintance rape, and seeing
knowing about them. So, evidently, are a few
are not committed by the neighborhood weirdo who jumps
the kinds of concerns this new class of 1995 had
upperclasspeople. Some of the date rape discusout of the bushes in a trenchcoat and drags his victim into
about college campuses and their dangers. I
sions had great attendance. The orientation
the darkness with an evil laugh. Most rapes, some estimate
figured the workshops would be well attendedleaders of these prelude groups were excited and
date rapes on college campuses was a hot topic
enthusiastic aboutthe workshops—in fact, some
as high as 85%, are committed by a person the rape
this past spring and summer in several national
even came along to sit in on the discussion.
survivor knows—which means most of the sexual assaults
magazines and news publications. And with the
But some sessions were appallingly undercollege women will endure will be acquaintance rapes.
William Kennedy Smith case featured so promim- niilat Alt thertenncnnli'niitnffiftv.fivp
nently in the news, I figured this class would be
;I;;i -;;i; to the two sessions I;.When I
especially interested in hashing out some of their thoughts and feelings about date rape.
asked the nine who did arrive to the first session why they figured the others hadn't shown
So I was naive. So several session leaders of the When Hello Gets Out Of Hand workshops
up, they said their orientation leader announced that they could go if they wanted but it
-. reported dismally low attendance (in one of the sessions I was going to lead, one person out
wasn't mandatory, which is true. If they didn't go, it would be OK, their leader told them.
of thirty showed up). Hey, they had better things to do, right? Right? Yeah, I guess.
OK, huh?
One out of four college women will be sexually assaulted within the hallowed halls of
OK to figure everyone thinks of rape in the same way, with the same opinions on what is
America's universities. One out of four. That's a hell of a lot of women, folks (about 340
and is not a rape. OK to believe that if you don't walk in dark alleys with skimpy clothes
on this campus alone). And contrary to popular belief, the crushing majority of rapes are
on, rape will never happen to you. OK to think that as long as you don't get hammered at
not committed by the neighborhood weirdo who jumps out of the bushes in a irenchcoat and
a big party, no one will be able take advantage of you.
drags his victim into the darkness with an evil laugh. Most rapes, some estimate as high as
C'mon, people, is it really OK? We are at a college which can, as a friend of mine once
85%, are committed by a person the rape survivor knows—which means most of the sexual
said, sometimes feel like a really big living room. Is it really all right to ignore or pretend
assaults college women will endure will be acquaintance rapes. And these rapists are not
not to notice that someone in your living room is being assaulted, and to encourage others
recognizably different from the nice guy who's just had a few two many beers and wants
to do the same? I would hope not. This is college, not high school. Wrestling with your
to cop a feel. In fact, the rapist and the nice guy might just be one and the same.
opinions on controversial topics and trying to grasp some sense of the complexities of an
This is probably one of the largest misconceptions people have when facing the specter
issue are, in some ways, your responsibility as a seeker of higher education. Idealistic?
of date or acquaintance rape for the first time. If it is rape, the man (or woman, since women
Perhaps. Unreasonable? Not at all. 1 have to believe that people can find the thoughtfulness
can rape, although it is obviously a good deal more rare) must be a hideous beast, overrun
inside themselves and encourage others to do the same. Otherwise, all of those one women
with lustful and violent hormones—and easily recognizable. Obviously attending a
in four—if you can figure out who you are—can kiss the hope of sexual security good-bye.
workshop on the subject isn't important, because we all know what to lookout for, and what
JII1V.L)IIJ (311
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Fu 11 all your commumcations
requirements with one course.
A1&TSTUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite.Join AT&T Studeni

Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. 0 Our Reach Out®

—

could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Manageri \

America Calling Planst

...:

-

will

save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card* makes it easy to call from

I

•1U

almost
CO
iS?i,

v
tat.,

anywhere to anywhere. E And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. El Plus, if you register for

5,143
en,,

•,

any of our services—or if you're already an AT&T customer—you'll

get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling.** As well as discounts

on all kinds of things, all year round. El So ask about AT&TStudent Sacer Plus, You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T StUdAmt Saver Plus today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
IThis service is available for off-campus students only
in addition, campus residents may place direct-dialed calls using university and AT&T ACUS'-' Service.
"Good for one hour of direct dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective
2/16/91. Offer limited loose $825 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
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